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ABSTRACT

The Edwards Flight Test Range is a part of 20,000 square miles of DOD airspace (R-
2508). A hypersonic air vehicle traveling above Mach 3 can easily exceed that airspace
within seconds. An Unpiloted Autonomous Vehicle can exceed the airspace when flying
long duration missions. To satisfy the flight-test requirements of Hypersonic Air Vehicles
and Unpiloted Autonomous Vehicles, additional airspace and extended test ranges are
required. The Air Force Flight Test Center and Dryden Flight Research Center at Edwards
Air Force Base, California have mutual goals to support these flight test programs. To
meet these goals, the Extended Test Range Alliance was formed as an engineering and
operations team to satisfy program requirements in the areas of telemetry, flight
termination, ground communications, uplink command, and differential global positioning
systems. This paper will discuss the resources and technical capabilities available through
the Extended Test Range.
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NOMENCLATURE

AFB Air Force Base
AFFTC Air Force Flight Test Center
DATS Data Acquisition Transmission System
DFRC Dryden Flight Research Center
DGPS Differential Global Positioning System



DOD Department of Defense
EAFB Edwards Air Force Base
ExTRA Extended Test Range Alliance
GPS Global Positioning System
IM Integrity Monitor
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
RMCC Ridley Mission Control Center
UAV Unpiloted Autonomous Vehicle or Uninhabited Autonomous Vehicle
UCAV Unpiloted Combat Autonomous Vehicle
WATR Western Aeronautical Test Range

INTRODUCTION

The evolution of flight testing of air vehicles has progressed considerably since the Wright
Brothers first flew at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina. In the experimental spirit of the Wright
brothers, Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB) and NASA Dryden Flight Research Center,
located on the western edge of the Mojave Desert in California, continues to explore the
unknown. There are 20,000 square miles of airspace accessible in the R-2508 airspace
complex. This airspace is used by military and civilian research activities to test state-of-
the-art aerospace vehicles.

Within the vicinity of Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB) (Ref. 1), the Air Force Flight Test
Center (AFFTC) operates the airspace as a major test range. Low and high altitude
supersonic flight profiles can be supported over land, from the surface to unlimited
altitudes. Range data at the AFFTC is centralized at Ridley Mission Control Center
(RMCC). Data from telemetry, flight termination, and radar are sent back to the RMCC to
be processed at several mission control centers or transmitted to other processing centers.
There is considerable airspace and resources available for flight-testing of conventional air
vehicles within the immediate area.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) - Dryden Flight Research
Center (DFRC) (Ref. 2) is a tenant organization at EAFB. DFRC is NASA's Center of
Excellence for flight test of civilian and military research air vehicles. NASA/DFRC is on
the cutting edge of development for hypersonic technologies. DFRC manages its range
resources under the Western Aeronautical Test Range (WATR). Their resources include
radar, telemetry, uplink, flight termination, and differential global positioning systems
(DGPS). Multiple mission control centers provide real-time analysis and display of critical
aircraft data. With these range resources, DFRC uses the Edwards airspace for flight test.



This paper will describe the resources and technical capabilities of the new Extended Test
Range that has been designed and built to accomplish NASA’s access to space and
Unpiloted Autonomous Vehicle programs.

NEW PARADIGM

The normal limit of operations, within the R-2508 airspace, is flight-testing that doesn’t
exceed Mach 3 (3 times the speed of sound). The R-2508 is fully instrumented with
tracking radars and telemetry receiving stations to monitor these types of flight tests. For
those programs that do exceed the limits, the flight tests normally are conducted over
water such as the Eastern Range at Patrick Air Force Base, Florida or the Western Range
at Vandenberg Air Force Base, California.

Flight-test of reusable launch vehicles and hypersonic test vehicles can traverse R-2508
airspace within a few minutes. For unpiloted autonomous vehicles (UAV) and unpiloted
combat autonomous vehicles (UCAV) that fly for extremely long duration, the 20,000
square miles of R-2508 airspace is not big enough to fully test these new vehicle’s
capabilities. The other major requirement for these air vehicles is to recover the air
vehicles by landing; normal operation would be to flight test over water with no planned
recovery of the vehicle.

The new paradigm is an extended test range that allows unpiloted aerospace vehicles to be
launched at one base and land at another distant base, with continuous monitoring of the
vehicle throughout its flight. The extended range capabilities are similar to those
established for the X-15 program (discussed below), and now meet the requirements of
unpiloted vehicles (Ref. 3).

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF EXTENDED RANGES

In the past, programs such as the X-15 took advantage of an extended range that included
Nevada and Utah (Ref. 4). The range data was received at the remote range and sent back
to Edwards AFB using North-Data Acquisition Transmision System (DATS), a microwave
system from the Utah Test and Training Range through Nevada to Edwards AFB. The
mission left Edwards and released from a B-52 in Nevada or Utah and then landed at
Edwards AFB. The X-15 was flown over a period of nearly 10 years -- June 1959 to Dec.
1968 -- and set the world's unofficial speed and altitude records of 4,520 mph (Mach 6.7)
and 354,200 feet in a program to investigate all aspects of manned hypersonic flight and
atmospheric reentry.

The Air Force has also flown cruise missiles from Vandenberg AFB to the Utah Test and
Training Range (Ref. 5). These missiles were flying sub-sonic with a chase aircraft



following to provide range safety. A piloted versus an unpiloted air vehicle makes the
difference between using a range safety system onboard the vehicle or not. The
communication links to support the test program connected Vandenberg AFB, CA to
Pacific Missile Test Center at Point Mugu, CA to Edwards AFB, CA including China Lake
Naval Weapons Center, CA and Nellis AFB, NV ending at the Utah Test and Training
Range, UT.

Figure 1: Range Interconnect and the New Extended Range

More recently, communication links to support an extended test range only included
Vandenberg AFB, CA, The Pacific Missile Test Center, Edwards AFB, CA, and China
Lake Naval Weapons Center (Ref. 6). The communication links are required to transmit
data from intermediate tracking sites back to the control rooms, normally at the launch site.
Figure 1 shows the currently existing links between the coast and China Lake, as well as
the new links discussed in this paper.

EXTENDED TEST RANGE ALLIANCE (EXTRA)

The Extended Test Range Alliance (ExTRA) was a natural result of the alliance between
the Air Force Flight Test Center and Dryden Flight Research Center. The AFFTC and
DFRC alliance was formed between the General and the Center Director to optimize
resource usage on Edwards Air Force Base. ExTRA combines the range engineering
resources of both Centers in the areas of telemetry, radar, flight termination, and uplink for
programs that require coverage beyond the boundaries of R-2508. Significant effort was
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put into extending the current range northward, across Nevada, to the Utah Test and
Training Range.

The combination Department of Defense (DoD) and NASA centers, provides the ability to
reach out to other DoD military bases and NASA centers for support. For example, the Air
Force Space and Missiles Systems Center located at Albuquerque, New Mexico operates
and maintains several uplink/downlink telemetry systems capable of tracking missile
launches. NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center located at Greenbelt, Maryland has many
capabilities such as modeling software and network contracts to name a few. Wallops
Flight Facility provides mobile range support for sounding rockets and orbital launches.

TECHNICAL CAPABILITIES

The technical capabilities of the extended test range were a result of the requirements from
NASA’s access to space programs, and other unpiloted autonomous vehicles. The
technical capabilities of the extended range are described in terms of each system’s
functionality and its performance. Information is provided to determine how the extended
range can support other unique, long range programs. The extended range consists of a
network of range systems, geographically dispersed to provide continuous coverage of a
vehicle in flight. The range systems include: tracking radar, telemetry stations, uplink
command stations, differential GPS, range safety command systems, and voice and data
communication networks. The network of range systems is designed to support orbital,
suborbital, and high altitude unpiloted autonomous vehicles. Several video capabilities
exist, but will not be discussed in this paper. They include ground based long range optics
and reception of downlinked video from the flight vehicle.

RADAR

The tracking radar network is used to provide continuous monitoring of the vehicle’s
position and velocities. AFFTC/DFRC has access to radars located over all of Southern
California, Nevada and Utah. The network of California radars began with the need to
track the Space Shuttle during reentry. The network has recently been expanded to include
Nevada and Utah for NASA’s access to space programs. The tracking radars sample the
vehicle’s position up to fifty times per second. Table 1 provides a list of the radars and
their technical capabilities. In addition to providing vehicle position, the radar data is used
as an aid to point other high gain range systems towards the vehicle. In order to increase
accuracy, the flight vehicle uses an onboard beacon.



Location Name Type Power Data rate Beacon
/Skin
tracking

Max. Range
With Beacon

Dryden RIR 34 Range
Instrumentatio
n Radar, 716C

1 megawatt 20 hz Both Horizon to
horizon with
orbital vehicle

Dryden RIR 38 Range
Instrumentatio
n Radar, 716C

1 megawatt 20 hz Both Horizon to
horizon with
orbital vehicle

Nevada MPS-36-5 FPS –16 1 megawatt 20 hz Both Same
Nevada MPS-25-1 FPS –16 1 megawatt 20 hz Both Same
Utah TPQ-39 FPS –16 1 megawatt 20 hz Both Same
Utah WFF Radar-

11
RIR 778C 1 megawatt 20 hz Both Same

Table 1:  Radar Technical Capabilities

TELEMETRY

The extended telemetry network provides ground operators and engineers either vehicle
data or video. Telemetry, like all the range systems, provides continuous coverage over the
vehicles flight path. The telemetry data is received and then transmitted to mission control
centers, operations center, and the range safety officers. Two important steps must be
considered in the telemetry network. First is the data rate at which the telemetry can be
received and secondly the rate at which it can be transmitted over ground or satellite links.
Each telemetry site can receive data up to 10 megabits/sec. Table 2 provides a list of the
telemetry systems and their technical capabilities. Currently the telemetry data
transmission rate from California to Utah is limited to a T1 rate of 1.544 megabits/sec.
However, today’s data communication technology can easily meet increased data rates
required by most program requirements.

Location Name Dish
Diameter
(ft.)

Polarization Fixed/Mobile Bit Rates Max. Range
With 10 W
Transmitter

Dryden Triplex 23 RHCP/LHCP Fixed At least
10 mbs

Approx. 240
nm.

Edwards
AFB

Shadow
Mountain

8 RHCP/LHCP Mobile At least
10 mbs

Approx. 100
nm.

Utah Dryden 9
meter

30 RHCP/LHCP Fixed At least
10 mbs

Approx. 240
nm.

Utah Dryden
Mobile
System

6 RHCP/LHCP Mobile At least
10 mbs

Approx. 100
nm.

Table 2:  Telemetry Technical Capabilities



UPLINK COMMAND

Vehicle uplink command systems are usually unique. Most vehicles come with a uniquely
designed uplink command system, primarily because of a lack of standards. In the case of
the extended range, a standard uplink system provides commands to the vehicle from
Edwards AFB to Utah. The uplink network can provide data rates up to 256 kilobits/sec.
High data rates like these allow for real-time remotely piloted vehicles and the ability to
provide outer loop, guidance software, on the ground.

DIFFERENTIAL GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM

Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) data is essential to provide accurate
position corrections to unpiloted vehicles for runway landings. The Extended Test Range
has developed a DGPS system, based on enhancement to the US Coast Guard systems, to
provide accurate, reliable information to the vehicle for landing. The DGPS system was
designed to meet the requirements of the X-33 vehicle. Figure 2 shows the overall design
and capabilities of the DGPS system. Accurate corrections are provided by using highly
accurate DGPS receiver stations. Reliability is provided in two ways. First, each receiver
station is monitored by a special DGPS receiver called the integrity monitor (IM). The IM
monitors the output of the primary receiver and detects errors in corrections and
corrections rates, for example. The second level of redundancy comes for a second pair of
receivers and integrity monitors. In the event of total failure of the first system, the second
system provides corrections.

RANGE SAFETY

Public law, DOD and NASA regulations require that aerospace vehicles must pose a
negligible risk to public safety. To meet the ranges safety requirements, a range safety
command system, commonly referred to as a flight termination system, is used. The range
safety command system consists of a network of ground command sites and an onboard
termination system. The onboard system must be designed to put the vehicle into a known
state, giving a predictable flight path and impact point. All the western ranges from the
Pacific Missile Test Center to the Utah Test and Training Range use standardized
command systems. The Extended Test Range provides a network of standardized
command systems with the ability to monitor ground systems and command a termination ,
from one central location. As with all the systems, the range safety command system is
designed to provide coverage for orbital/suborbital aerospace vehicles and high altitude
UAVs.



Figure 2: DGPS Station Design

VOICE AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS

The final Extended Test Range capability is the voice and data communication network
which ties all the sites together. The network uses ground based communication circuits,
called T1s, added to the DOD communication capabilities discussed earlier, Figure 1. All
of the systems described above communicate over this network to provide radar,
telemetry, and other data. Voice channels are also provided for communications during
operations and mission support. Diversity routing and independent end equipment makes
for a very robust system.

CONCLUSION

A historical review of the extended ranges shows how major steps in aeronautics and
weapon systems results in expanded ranges to meet program needs. The resources and
technical capabilities of the latest extended test range provide an extensive network of
systems designed to meet the emerging requirements of aerospace and unpiloted research
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vehicles. The range resources are provided by various experienced Government agencies
with the technical capabilities to support their demanding missions.
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